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Abstract
Research in math education emphasises – since TIMSS and PISA – on extended problem solving skills and mathematical processes. But, to solve complex and real life problems students also need to be proficient in the “basic” skills like solving systems of equations or constructing simple geometrical figures. These more or less technical “routine skills” have to be trained individually and then evaluated by the teacher. Limited resources, however, often prohibit an adequate evaluation of such skills. A possible solution to this problem is a wider application of Intelligent Assessment tools.

In this paper we give a brief overview on of the state-of-the-art in Intelligent Assessment. We present a detailed discussion on the potentials of Intelligent Assessment in the math classroom. A central paradigm we propose is that the use of these tools does not replace a teacher but saves the teacher’s time in the necessary training of routine skills, leaving therefore more time to work and assess non-routine problems and projects. From a learner’s perspective, Intelligent Assessment would mean that they do not have to follow one of the few “correct” paths to the solution allowed by the software, but can solve the problem following their own approaches. We demonstrate how most of today’s approaches to Intelligent Assessment do not fulfil these requirements from a pedagogical vision.

We present three innovative approaches for Intelligent Assessment in the math classroom, coming closer to the presented vision for Intelligent Assessment. These tools support teachers i.e. in checking homework or even part of tests in “sorting out” correct answers or “standard mistakes” like erroneous addition or multiplication while solving equations or estimating instead of constructing a perpendicular line. Based on the pedagogical vision provided and the discussion of the technical state-of-the-art we will formulate open questions from a research point of view. This could be seen as a first step to a research agenda for Intelligent Assessment.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The acceptance of information technology in the classroom is increasing slowly but steadily. There is a growing number of teachers who believe that a computer may not only aid in preparing teaching material, but also represents a valuable teaching and learning tool: computers help to access the world-wide information space via WebQuests, allow a dynamic approach to geometry, enable the modelling and solving of real life problems using spreadsheets or digital image or audio processing or sometimes just make classes simply more interesting. Acceptance will increase further with the understanding that the computer does not restrict the teacher’s decisions but assists in deciding, or that using computers does not entail a replacement of the teacher, but helps teachers to focus their attention on situations where it is needed most.¹

A frequent and usually time-consuming task for teachers is the assessment of students’ work. Assessments do not only represent the basis for grading students’ work. On a regular basis they are important to the teacher to motivate students, to give feedback to students’ learning products and processes and to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching. Assessments can be used diagnostically to identify areas within the course where students still have difficulties. Only if the teacher knows the students’ individual problems, he may provide adequate help and support. From this viewpoint, individual assessment is the first step to student-centered teaching. In general, however, a teacher cannot afford such an assessment of students’ performances on an adequate level due to limited time resources.

Computer Aided Assessment (CAA) has been proposed as a solution to this problem. CAA refers to a number of approaches to assess students’ performance using a computer. CAA promises a big advantage: test results may be analyzed and compared with minimal effort in minimal time. The time and resource savings allow more regular assessments than otherwise possible. As a result, teachers may gain more detailed knowledge of students’ progress and may quicker identify problems. Last not least, tests can be tailored to match students’ abilities. Using adaptive approaches (i.e. Computer Adaptive Testing) it is also possible to match students’ weaknesses as they emerge during the test and to adapt test content correspondingly on the fly (Chalmers and McAusland 2002).

CAA is widely used in distance learning and in higher education, where the number of students is much bigger than in schools, and assessments require even more resources. CAA is also being used for comparative assessments between schools and institutions. Still, CAA hardly made it into the classroom as a teacher’s daily tool. There are several reasons for that (Chalmers and McAusland 2002):

1. CAA techniques are usually restricted to assess factual knowledge based on objective tests and multiple-choice questions.
2. Even when restricting to objective tests, the construction of adequate assessments is very time consuming and requires some specific knowledge. Both time and corresponding knowledge are typically not available at the schoolteachers’ level.
3. CAA requires the availability of adequate technologies for authoring the tests and performing the assessment. Frequently, this represents another problem for teachers.

In addition, experience from the first phase of an internal project at the Technical University of Berlin, where CAA is used in mathematics courses for students of

¹ We focus on using ICT in a “real classroom” in face-to-face settings. In this paper we are not concerned with online courses.
engineering, has shown that CAA might need even more personal resources for assisting students than paper-based testing due to technical overhead.

While assessment is a problem for all subjects in this paper we will concentrate on mathematics\textsuperscript{2}. In mathematics the correctness of a solution is usually much more easily agreed on than in other subjects. On the other hand the focus on assessment in mathematics classroom is shifting rapidly. Especially in view of the shifting emphasis to process oriented mathematics education – contrary to math problems where only the numerical solution is relevant – there are currently two main lines of action. One area of research is based on the approach to further the use of open-ended problems. Assessing such open-ended problems however is not easy and often not practical: if students are supposed to find their own and maybe unique way to solve a problem and communicate their ideas and reasoning, a multiple choice test can hardly capture the full range of these competencies. Unfortunately, teachers do not have the time to read and grade maybe 50 extended essays a week. The other line of action concerns the resource problem of the math lessons: open-ended and complex problem solving takes a lot of time. But still the basic technical math skills have to be trained, because without them process-oriented skills cannot be applied. This training can be done in self-directed learning settings if adequate feedback is provided.

*Intelligent Assessment* refers to approaches to overcome the restrictions of CAA. In the meantime, some work has been published claiming to provide intelligent solutions in this field, for instance:

- Various approaches have been proposed to allow for free-text assessment of writings, such as the Project Essay Grade (Page 1966) or the Intelligent Essay Assessor (Foltz et. al. 1998). A detailed description of such approaches can be found, for instance, in Whittington and Hunt, 1999.
- In the context of math education there have been some approaches to adapt the “fill in the blanks” metaphor to mathematics. An example for such an approach represents (Patel et al. 1998).
- There are various approaches to utilize Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) for math assessment in a Web environment (e.g., Klai et al. 2000, Maplesoft 2006). In general, the integration of CAS corresponds to the integration of inference techniques in assessment, and typically this is being used to allow specifying possible solutions in a more general and more abstract way. There are only few examples going beyond such an application of CAS.
- Another approach to Intelligent Assessment is the integration of simulators into assessment. Simulators are typically designed for very specific application fields. As a result, the utilization of simulators for assessment requires typically complex integration steps, and the application of such assessment tools remains limited. There are, however, successful examples, such as the Java eLearning Simulations (JeLSIM, Thomas et al. 2004), a set of Java-based simulation components, which can be integrated for assessment into the PASS-IT Assessment Engine. Another very specific example is an interactive computer graphics course where the results of graphical algorithms specified terms of Java Beans are matched against expected prototypes (Klein et al. 1998).\textsuperscript{3}

In summary, the number of approaches to Intelligent Assessment, especially in mathematics, is – despite its importance for the new process-oriented teaching and

\textsuperscript{2} One of the reasons is definitely that three of the authors work in mathematics education.

\textsuperscript{3} Apparently, this is closely related to the test-driven approach of software engineering (cf. Beck & Gamma 2006)
learning styles – limited. In general, most of these approaches do not consider process knowledge at all during assessment. The exceptions are simulators, but their application in school mathematics is limited and their integration in assessment is complex and expensive.

In the following chapters we will discuss requirements, approaches, and problems to Intelligent Assessment in mathematics education in more detail.

REQUIREMENTS FOR INTELLIGENT ASSESSMENT IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Basic mathematical skills like mental arithmetic, solving linear equations, or basic geometric constructions are absolutely necessary for solving complex mathematical problems. But working on complex open-ended problems takes a lot of time and effort. Often there is not enough time for training these basic skills and problem-solving skills. Intelligent Assessment allows students to practice these techniques while getting “helpful” feedback, for instance, by feedback like “routine mistake while doing multiplication”, “no progress in solving the equation system detected”, and so on.

Students can use this feedback also to practice basic skills. Learning by trial and error is one of the first ways small children learn when they start to crawl, walk, or eat with fork and knife. It is obviously still used while working with online tutorials, which give automatic feedback (Baruah et al., 2005). The effects of trial and error in the development of mental models in i.e. mathematics are not fully understood yet, but trial and error is undeniably used quite often in learning systems with automatic feedback features.

Another aspect is that the complete solution to a mathematical exercise is not described by its final result alone. All the steps that lead to the final result are important. This is true for complex exercises, but also for routine skills like solving linear equations or, much more basic, the mental arithmetic of “288 – 154”. If one’s aim is to encourage students to find their own “best strategy” for solving problems like these, then all the different possible – and correct – solutions have to be evaluated as such. In a lot of training programs for mathematics it is still quite common that correct answers obtained by alternate solution strategies are evaluated as “incorrect”.

If a solution of a complex open-ended math problem is correct then it’s assumed that the student has the adequate process skills and techniques of solving this kind of problems4. And it is not important – and nearly impossible to find out without i.e. extended interviews – whether all the mathematical concepts are fully understood by this student. Only if there are faulty solutions there is a need to work on the skills (process and otherwise) of the learner.

In teaching mathematics, students’ mistakes are very good indicators of misconceptions in mathematical thinking. “Only by examining misconceptions and errors can students [and teachers] deal with them appropriately.” (NCTM 2000, p. 272). And “the teacher could look at students’ incorrect observations and design a lesson to address those misconceptions. In this way, the students’ knowledge becomes a starting point for instruction [...]” (NCTM 2000, p. 351). If mistakes are

4 Of course only if he can solve similar problems as well he’ll be considered a good math student.
used in this way the correct answers are not interesting – except for the number of correct answers.⁵

A problem with recording mistakes for feedback or assessment is the sheer number of possible “wrong turns.” “Mistakes are of an individual nature and in their possible number unlimited.”⁶ These are exactly some of the reasons not to use automatic but Intelligent Assessment. If the focus is on the individual processes of problem solving a lot of different solutions will have to be recognized as correct (even if the teacher has not thought up this specific one before).

Also, there are different levels of seriousness of mistakes. In solving linear equations or linear equation systems there are some recurring errors, for instance mixing-up of addition and multiplication, non-application of the distributive law, or wrong elimination of parenthesis, which do not have anything to do with the solving of linear equation systems in itself. If some students have special problems with doing the multiplication they should practice their multiplication tables – using intelligent assessment – before returning to equation solving.

In summary, intelligent assessment has a wide field of possible applications in math education. As seen below there are some first realizations using intelligent assessment in schools but it is just coming up as a topic for development and research. On the other hand the use of specific software in the math classroom like spreadsheets, Dynamic Geometry Software or Computer Algebra Systems is increasing steadily.

TECHNICAL APPROACHES FOR INTELLIGENT ASSESSMENT IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The previous discussion shows that there are a number of requirements for Intelligent Assessment from a pedagogical point of view. Technical feasibility presents the other side of the coin. While multiple-choice questions represent the state-of-the-art in today’s e-learning systems, concepts such as intelligent tutoring are not as easy to implement. Nevertheless, a number of promising approaches have been presented lately. We will show three interesting examples from different areas of school mathematics for such Intelligent Assessment systems. The central ideas of these approaches will lead us to some open research questions in the final section.

Example 1: Cinderella

There is the intelligent tutoring system⁷ of the interactive geometry software Cinderella (Richter-Gebert et al. 1999) using an automatic geometric theorem checking technique. The Dynamic Geometry System (DGS) acts as an authoring tool for geometric construction exercises. The teacher is required to do a sample solution, and then one or several checkpoints in the construction sequence may be defined, together with individual help and comments for students that may be stuck. Later, when doing the exercise, students can ask for a tip. The software then decides, based on the geometric objects that were already constructed and have certain geometric properties, which tip might be appropriate and either shows a text, opens a webpage, or adds missing elements to the construction. The same data is

---

⁵ If 90 % of the students gave correct answers there is no need to spent more time on the topic. This is different if only 10 % gave correct answers.
⁶ Translated by the authors from a study on “Increasing the Efficiency of the Mathematics and the Science Classrooms”, BLK 1997, Chap. 3.6
also used without request all the time during the solution process to monitor the students’ progress, give additional information, and finally to check whether the desired result has been reached.

Despite the fact that the geometric construction exercises are much more advanced than, say, a multiple-choice solution, they still leave much room for improvement. The software does not have a mental model of the learner, but it can only use a single reference solution for comparison of the output the learner generated. This is enough to get students “back on track”, but it does not support individual help “off track”. Thus it helps to allow for individual solutions, but it does not encourage them. This drawback has been removed with the new release Cinderella.2, which supports multiple sample solutions, and can also give automatic feedback for common errors that were anticipated by the exercise author.

Although it is now possible to create even more helpful guided exercises, their use is mainly targeted at homework or other unsupervised learning situations. Students can get help for their specific needs, but the teacher does not get much information about the students’ progress. The final product of a student with severe difficulties and the product of a student who easily handled the exercise are indistinguishable. In other words: There is no feedback channel – no information about the learners’ progress, misconceptions, etc.

Another new and experimental feature of Cinderella was designed to remedy this situation. The CINErella module (Kortenkamp 2005) uses semantic event stream recording in order to provide record and playback features for the whole solution process. The most basic use of this module is to prepare animated presentations of evolving geometric constructions, in order to demonstrate solutions or problems. Both the teacher and the learner can do this easily and save their solutions to the web, where they can be accessed both in classroom situations and virtual configurations over the network.

For the teacher, it does not scale to use this mode of operation with all students. If in a class of 30 students everybody prepares a 3-minute demonstration, it will take at least 1.5 hours only to have a look at each of them, and this does not take into account that the analysis of the problematic cases that will take more time. The time necessary for analysis can hardly be reduced, but we can use the fact that we are recording semantic events to avoid the manual (or visual) scan through all the solutions.

Using the information about the construction, which is now available for the whole sequence of construction steps, and statistic information (for example about the movements of the mouse, the creation and deletion of elements, undo/redo operations, or the time it takes to perform a certain subtask) derived from the semantic event stream, we can

- Cluster demonstrations that share common patterns, and thus might give a hint on misconceptions,
- Find extreme – good or bad – solutions, that might be used in explanations or serve as examples for the class, or
- Quickly identify students who need individual help.8

---

8 The data could also be used to grade students, but extreme care has to be taken here. For example, it is not at all clear that a quicker solution of a task shows that one student is better than the other. Actually, it only shows that he or she found the solution faster than the other.
In conclusion, CINErella allows for monitoring the complete learning process while using a DGS, which was only possible using video recording (which does not provide the semantics and thus is far inferior) or in person (which lacks the persistence of a recording, interferes with the students and influences their performance, and simple is not possible for a single teacher in a classroom). If we combine this with the automatic theorem checking approach, we can build a system that is capable of semi-automatic assessment in geometry education.

**Example 2: Saraswati**

Saraswati (Bescherer et al. 2004) is an example for an Intelligent Assessment system in the field of algebra, more specifically for finding solutions of linear systems of equations. Similar to CINErella, Saraswati targets to grasp the process of finding a solution, not only the correctness of the final solution. In this case, the correctness of individual transformation steps is also validated and in case of errors specific information is made available on the type of error and possible corrections. The Saraswati approach has certain similarities to the APSLUSIX system (Chaachoua et al. 2004) or Mathlantis (Cornelsen 2005). The Saraswati use case, however, resembles more an assessment system than these two, allowing for continued transformations even in case of an error and providing detailed statistics for a class and individual students.

The Saraswati system itself provides more than an assessment system, but a complete framework for homework authoring, distribution, solving, assessment, and analysis. Three different components provide this functionality:

- The authoring component, where the teacher can compile exercises,
- The assessment client, in which students may interactively solve and edit the exercises (see Fig. 1), and
- The analysis component, which provides a detailed analysis of the collected students’ solutions.

As mentioned before, Saraswati’s assessment component does not only check the correctness of the final solution, but also verifies the correctness of the transformations leading to the solution. The general principle applied here is the assertion of the equivalence of the solution space for a transformed linear system and the untransformed, previous one. This is controlled with the help of an integrated computer algebra system. In case the solution spaces are found to be different in the path of solving a linear system of equations, an additional analysis is triggered to classify the error. This is achieved by taking a heuristic approach, where the identified error is tested against a set of most relevant error classes.

For instance, a student might introduce an error in one of the equations of the system when dividing both sides of the equation by invalid cancelling of a single factor. In this case the solution spaces of the linear system of equation before and after the transformation will differ. Iterating through the equations of the new system and exchanging the equation with the corresponding equation of the system before the transformation, it is possible to test whether the solution space can be corrected. Thus, the equation line where the error occurs first can be identified. For the equation introducing the error we can try whether a correcting factor for one of the variables will re-establish the solution space. If this is true, we can infer a simple error in a multiplication or division of a factor. Similarly, typical errors in solving linear systems of equations, such as wrong additive components, loosing an equation, or loosing a variable can be identified. Saraswati also identifies in how far the student succeeded to solve the exercise, that is if the system of equations was completely solved, whether a variable was isolated, or whether no progress could be detected.
A very important contribution of Saraswati is the paradigm of dividing a student’s solution process into discrete steps and asserting the correctness of the path by comparing the solution space after a transformation step to the initial and expected solution space. This paradigm can be easily mapped to other domains, even outside the field of mathematics. Consequently, it can be seen as general approach to acquire and assess process knowledge.

Example 3: Explorations on the number line
Yet another approach to Intelligent Assessment is the use of an augmented capture and replay tool (CleverPHL) to obtain data on on-line behaviour of students working in microworlds (cf. Klaudt 2003). The objective of this thesis project was to infer the students’ mental representations of numbers by observing how they directed the mouse pointer to the correct spot. The mental model of the number line and solving problems using the number line are very important in the development of a number sense. Therefore the knowledge of the students’ mental models in a class is essential to math teachers in primary schools. Figure 2 shows a typical task for the first graders.

---

9 CleverPHL is part of the Jacareto capture and replay toolkit and can be downloaded at http://jacareto.sourceforge.net/, last visited: 15.1.2006
The first graders were set to find the “treasure” hidden at the place where the “10” is. Some students just “counted” from 0 onwards – they just moved the mouse pointer in six nearly equidistant steps from 0 to 6 and then took four more steps to the 10. Others used also the counting strategy but started at the 6. Still others used a doubling strategy – they doubled the distance from 0 to 6 and then moved a little bit to the left. Using a capture and replay tool the teacher would be able to replay all the students mouse moves and mouse clicks. But this would take a long time and simply can not be done in a normal school day.

For this reason – among other things – the capture and replay tool CleverPHL has been developed which offers methods to record user actions, to replay and to automatically analyze them (Spannagel, Gläser-Zikuda and Schroeder 2005). With CleverPHL, user actions performed in the microworld can be captured and stored in chronological order. The list of captured actions (also called “interaction record”) can be replayed in order to watch the recorded behavior again. In addition, interaction records can be automatically structured by categorizing sub-sequences of actions. For example, given an interaction record created in the microworld, the list can be split up between actions belonging to successive tasks. The resulting structure can be refined by grouping actions together which belong to a single click on the number line. The result is a hierarchical representation of the interaction record, containing information about the user behavior at different levels of detail. Figure 3 shows the first part of an unstructured interaction record which goes on quite some more, and the same record automatically structured (right).
Furthermore, CleverPHL allows for automatically categorizing action sequences. For example, given the sequence of all actions belonging to one task in the microworld, CleverPHL can automatically detect the strategy which has been used to find the number. At the moment, the “direct hit” and “sequential search” strategies are recognized automatically. The detection of other operational strategies (“double the distance and count”) are not yet implemented. However, the necessary software infrastructure and the important possibility of using special events defined by the teacher as a marker for a new problem or some more help or whatever are present and could be exploited further.

Given a set of structured interaction records, CleverPHL allows for extracting quantitative data. With this feature, information about a whole group of students can be gathered and processed in statistical software. The record structure may further be used as index to replay only one part of the captured user behaviour. The possibility to selectively replay sub-sequences of interaction records saves time, because the teacher must only screen the actions s/he is interested in.

CleverPHL can be used in conjunction with Java applications and applets. New categories for special user behavior can be added by implementing detection algorithms which can be integrated into CleverPHL’s framework. The combination of Java-based software with specific capture and replay tools allows the use of a wide range of subject-specific software, which is in itself a merit. The symbolic and therefore automatically processable representation of interaction records is the prerequisite to all kinds of analysis and assessment.

DISCUSSION

The examples above show that Intelligent Assessment can be much more than just basic multiple-choice checkers or simple free text comparison. The examples differ from other approaches to assessment frequently referred to as “intelligent”. In our understanding Intelligent Assessment in mathematics education means:

- Mathematical processes are being made detectible and visible. Without this, a discussion about improving competencies in mathematics is fruitless.
• The workload of teachers in assessing solutions of open-ended problems is reduced, and therefore teaching and learning scenarios that foster mathematical process skills are supported.
• Students are permitted to follow their own strategy of solving problems rather than following a given recipe blindly.

Moreover, we are able to specify the characteristics that lead to these enhancements of Intelligent Assessment. Although our three examples are coming from very different areas of K-12 mathematics education, they share four common principles:
• Students do not choose from a set of answers, but can give free answers by either entering text or performing actions with the mouse.
• The process of compiling a solution to an exercise is recorded and validated.
• The process of finding a solution is divided into discrete entities that make up a series of semantic events.
• The correctness of each step is not checked literally, but by testing each intermediate result for mathematical equivalence with the desired solution space.

We see the above principles as a starting point for a new paradigm for the design of Intelligent Assessment systems that take into account process knowledge. Still, for a broader application of this paradigm there remain a number of open research questions. We consider the following problems crucial from a pedagogical point of view, and they should be addressed in future research:
• We need a “theory” of Intelligent Assessment in mathematics education, which describes categories of mistakes in general and in special mathematical fields like algebra or geometry. A similar classification is necessary for process skills.
• This theory needs to be extended to the level where processes are divided into discrete steps. This involves, for instance, a distinction of stages in the solution process, such as generating solutions, evaluating and selecting the appropriate strategy, planning and then undertaking an activity that solves the problem (Thomas et al. 2004). For specific solution processes a further split-up to individual solution steps is necessary, as in the case of solving linear systems of equations.
• The single problem solving steps have to be related to mechanisms for identifying possible errors. A somewhat general approach would be the description of expected solution spaces that could be exploited using automatic theorem proving or unit tests.
• Error classes and patterns have to be identified on this discrete step level. If possible, these error classes should be independent of the specific subject and problem. This implies that we need a meta-description of semantic events. It remains an open question, however, whether we can identify problem solving strategies across different subjects.

Finally, from a technical point of view there are still a number of problems to be solved, for instance: Technologies for process recording need to be developed (or improved) and applied in different application contexts; the easy interfacing to statistical treatment has to be ensured. Yet, the recording of the processes alone does not solve the problem. The detection of meaningful events in the recorded process path is still a challenging problem. In addition, system events have to be mapped to accomplished steps in solving the problem.
CONCLUSION
Undoubtedly there is a need for computer aided assessment for quality improvements in teaching. The recent approaches of Intelligent Assessment are promising, but they lack a generality that could be used to transfer the results to other subjects. In particular, process orientation and its implications on individual assessment can help to overcome this situation. Based on the three examples from math education presented in this article, we can derive general guidelines for creating Intelligent Assessment solutions. The separation of the solution process in series of discrete steps, the robustness against minor mistakes in intermediate steps, and the openness of the assessment environment are key ingredients for assessments that give proper feedback about the concepts and misconceptions of the learner while taking away routine and time-consuming tasks from the teacher.
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